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**ABSTRACT**

Although tRNA modifications have been well catalogued, the precise functions of many modifications and their roles in mediating gene expression are still being elucidated. While tRNA modifications were long assumed to be constitutive, it is now apparent that the modification status of tRNAs changes in response to different environmental conditions. The *URM1* pathway is required for thiolation of the cytoplasmic tRNAs tGlu\(^{\text{UUC}}\), tGln\(^{\text{UUG}}\) and tLys\(^{\text{UUU}}\) in *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*. We demonstrate that *URM1* pathway mutants have impaired translation, which results in increased basal activation of the Hsf1-mediated heat shock response; we also find that tRNA thiolation levels in wild type cells decrease when cells are grown at elevated temperature. We show that defects in tRNA thiolation can be conditionally advantageous, conferring resistance to endoplasmic reticulum stress. *URM1* pathway proteins are unstable, and hence are more sensitive to changes in the translational capacity of cells, which is decreased in cells experiencing stresses. We propose a model in which a stress-induced decrease in translation results in decreased levels of *URM1* pathway components, which results in decreased tRNA thiolation levels, which further serves to decrease translation. This mechanism ensures that tRNA thiolation and translation are tightly coupled and co-regulated according to need.

**INTRODUCTION**

The posttranscriptional modification of RNA molecules enhances the functionality of tRNA, mRNA and rRNA species; such modifications are ubiquitous among the major domains of life (http://mods.rna.albany.edu). N\(^6\)-methyladenosine (m\(^6\)A) is a widely occurring mRNA modification that has been recently shown to regulate mRNA stability and play a role in yeast developmental/cell fate determination programs (Agarwala *et al.*, 2012; Schwartz *et al.*, 2013; Wang *et al.*, 2013). Defects in rRNA modifications affect tRNA binding and translational fidelity as well as ribosome maturation (Decatur and Fournier, 2002; Liang *et al.*, 2009; Jack *et al.*, 2011). The modifications found on tRNAs are numerous and well characterized, with 25 unique modifications found at 36 different positions in the tRNAs of *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*. While the well-conserved nature of tRNA modifications would suggest critical roles in cellular processes, the majority of modifications are nonessential. The deletion of many genes encoding modification enzymes causes only mild phenotypes (Phizicky and Hopper, 2010). What, then, do tRNA modifications contribute to the process of gene expression?

Lack of modifications in the body of tRNAs can result in defects in aminoacylation and rapid degradation of hypomodified tRNAs (Alexandrov *et al.*, 2006; Chernyakov *et al.*, 2008; Whipple *et al.*, 2011; Tuorto *et al.*, 2012). Modifications at or near the anticodon appear to impact translation directly by mediating codon-anticodon interactions and facilitating accurate and
efficient translation of the genetic code (Yarian, 2002; Murphy et al., 2004; Agris et al., 2007). Still, the specific mechanisms by which hypomodified tRNAs produce specific phenotypes and impact cellular processes remain unclear, even though many modification pathways are genetically and/or biochemically well described (Yacoubi et al., 2012).

In S. cerevisiae, formation of the modified anticodon wobble nucleoside mcm$^5$s$^2$U$_{34}$ (5-methoxycarbonylmethyl-2-thiouridine) is dependent on the activities of the ELP and URM1 pathways. Components of the ELP pathway, elongator complex (Elp1-Elp6), as well as Kti1-3 and Trm9, are responsible for formation of the mcm$^5$ moiety found on tRNAs (Kalhor and Clarke, 2003; Lu et al., 2005). Deletion of genes in the URM1 pathway result in hypomodified cytoplasmic tGlu$^{UUU}$ (GAA codon), tGln$^{UUG}$ (CAA codon) and tLys$^{UUU}$ (AAA codon) tRNAs, a subset of the tRNAs modified in an ELP-dependent fashion; these tRNAs contain the mcm$^5$, but not the s$^2$, U$_{34}$ modification (Huang et al., 2008; Nakai et al., 2008; Schlieker et al., 2008; Leidel et al., 2009). Central to the URM1 pathway is the conserved eukaryotic ubiquitin related modifier Urm1, which shares the β-grasp fold that characterizes the ubiquitin superfamily (Singh et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2006) and was originally identified through sequence similarity to the prokaryotic sulfur carriers MoaD and ThiS (Furukawa et al., 2000). The functions of Urm1 reflect the evolutionary link between eukaryotic ubiquitin-like proteins and prokaryotic sulfur carriers. The C-terminal diglycine motif of Urm1 is activated in ATP-dependent fashion by Uba4 in Saccharomyces cerevisiae to yield a C-terminal thiocarboxylate (Schmitz et al., 2008). Urm1 then functions both as a noncanonical lysine-directed protein modifier under conditions of oxidative stress (Goehring et al., 2003a; 2003b; Van der Veen et al., 2011) and as a sulfur carrier that is utilized in tRNA thiolation reactions (Huang et al., 2008; Nakai et al., 2008; Schlieker et al., 2008; Leidel et al., 2009). The effects of tRNA thiolation can be distinguished from effects of protein urmylation through comparison of urm1$\Delta$ strains with ncs2$\Delta$ and ncs6$\Delta$ cells (Ncs2 and Ncs6 have no reported functions outside of tRNA modification), or with ELP pathway mutants. The mcm$^5$s$^2$U$_{34}$ nucleoside is a well-described modification whose synthesis is well studied in S. cerevisiae and thus represents a tractable system for studying the effects of tRNA modifications on cellular processes.

URM1 pathway mutants display a variety of phenotypes, including increased sensitivity to oxidative stressors as well as defects in nutrient sensing and invasive growth, many of which are linked to defects in tRNA modification (Goehring et al., 2003a; 2003b; Rubio-Texeira, 2007; Leidel et al., 2009). Along with recent studies demonstrating that the levels of certain tRNA modifications change in response to different growth conditions (Kamenski et al., 2007; Chan et al., 2010; Preston et al., 2012), the phenotypes of mutant cells suggest that the dynamic regulation of tRNA modification pathways plays an underappreciated role in the response of cells to a variety of stresses. Not much is known about the specific conditions that lead to changes in tRNA modification levels, the mechanisms that might regulate tRNA modifications or the properties of differentially modified tRNAs.

Here we explore the role of Urm1-dependent tRNA modifications by examining translation in wild type and urm1$\Delta$ cells. We find that urm1$\Delta$ mutants have defects in translation, and that tRNA modification defects result in a slow growth phenotype as well as an increased activation of the Hsf1-dependent stress response. We also find that URM1 pathway mutants are more resistant to certain stresses compared to wild type cells, suggesting that the consequences of
hypomodified tRNAs result in cellular adaptations that allow cells to better withstand certain stresses. Interestingly, we find that wild type cells grown at an elevated temperature for an extended period of time accumulate a population of unthiolated tRNAs, and we suggest that modulation of tRNA modification pathways is an adaptive response to ongoing stress.

RESULTS

The URM1 pathway links tRNA modification to translation

In order to determine the impact of hypomodified tRNAs on translation, we performed polysome profile analysis as a proxy for bulk translation. We found that urm1Δ cells demonstrated a subtle but significant decrease in the polysome: monosome (P:M) ratio compared to wild type cells, indicating a slight global slight impairment in translation (Figure 1A). As described above, disruption of the elongator complex impairs formation of the mcm3U modification (Huang et al., 2008). Polysome profiles of elongator-deficient elp2Δ cells were similar to those of urm1Δ cells, consistent with the interpretation that defects in U34 modifications underlie the differences between wild type and mutant cells (Figure 1A). In order to directly examine the impact of hypomodified tRNAs on translation, we measured incorporation of radioactive amino acids (35S-cysteine and 35S-methionine). When measured in this manner, wild type and urm1Δ cells showed no difference in the rate of protein synthesis when grown at 25°C, reinforcing the finding that changes in bulk protein synthesis are minor (Figure S1).

While bulk translation may be largely unaffected in URM1 pathway mutants, we reasoned that there might be transcript-specific differences in translation in deletion mutants. Specifically, transcripts enriched in AAA, GAA or CAA codons might be translated at lower levels in cells containing hypomodified tRNAs, since the tRNAs that decode these codons are thiolated. To test this, we examined the translation of mRNAs transcribed in vitro in wild type or urm1Δ extracts. We monitored the translation of either a leaderless luciferase transcript or of a luciferase transcript engineered to contain a leader sequence of 12x CAA or 12x CAG codons. While there was no difference between wild type and urm1Δ extracts with regard to levels of 12x CAG luciferase produced, urm1Δ extracts translated 12x CAA luciferase less efficiently compared to wild type extracts, suggesting that there are codon/tRNA specific translation defects in urm1Δ cells (Figure 1B). While defects in translation were subtle, they may significantly impact cellular fitness; mutant cells (urm1Δ and ncs6Δ strains) grew more slowly than wild type cells at 30°C and 37°C (Figure 1C) indicating that there are phenotypic consequences associated with defects in Urm1-dependent tRNA modifications.

We reasoned that compounds known to interfere with protein synthesis might exacerbate the defects in translation of URM1 pathway mutants. Cycloheximide blocks the elongation step of protein synthesis, whereas aminoglycosides such as paromomycin interfere with translation by binding to the ribosome decoding site, which increases misreading (Fan-Minogue and Bedwell, 2007; Kramer et al., 2010). Consistent with this notion, URM1 pathway mutants (urm1Δ, uba4Δ, ncs2Δ, ncs6Δ) displayed impaired growth in the presence of translation inhibitors. Growth of the ELP pathway mutant elp2Δ was also reduced by translation inhibitors, suggesting that the phenotype is likely a function of the tRNA modification function of Urm1 and not attributable to defects in protein urmylation. In agreement with this interpretation, ahp1Δ cells – Ahp1 is the
only known protein to which Urm1 is conjugated in yeast (Goehring et al., 2003a) – grow like wild type in the presence of translation inhibitors (Figure 1D).

Overexpression of tRNAs can suppress phenotypes attributable to defects in tRNA modification (Esberg et al., 2006; Bjork et al., 2007). In order to definitively establish that the observed defects in translation were due to impaired tRNA modification, we overexpressed tGlu\textsuperscript{UUC} (tE), tGln\textsuperscript{UUG} (tQ) or tLys\textsuperscript{UUU} (tK) from a high copy (2 micron) plasmid. We created constructs to express each tRNA alone or in combination with the other tRNAs. Expression of the triple tE/K/Q construct in an urm1∆ background rescued growth in the presence of cycloheximide and paromomycin, as did expression of the double tE/K and tK/Q constructs. Indeed, overexpression of tLys\textsuperscript{UUU} (tK) alone was sufficient to rescue growth (Figure 1E).

The heat shock response is activated in URM1 pathway mutants

Since strains with deletions in the URM1 pathway showed increased sensitivity to inhibitors of translation, we asked whether these strains might also display altered cell stress responses. We reasoned that defects in protein synthesis could lead to the production of misfolded or error-containing proteins, which in turn could lead to the activation of pathways that evolved to cope with these stresses. We examined the transcript levels of genes whose transcription is known to be upregulated in response to a variety of stresses: \textit{UBI4}, the yeast polyubiquitin gene, \textit{SSA4} and \textit{STI1}, which encode chaperones/cochaperones. We found evidence that urm1∆ cells had increased levels of stress-induced transcripts (Figure S2A), and that the increased levels of at least a subset of these transcripts was linked to the tRNA modification function of Urm1 (Figure S2B). We analyzed the levels of C-terminally 3xHA tagged versions of Ssa4 and Sti1 in wild type and urm1∆ cells by immunoblot analysis and found that differences in protein levels between wild type and mutant cells were minor, and when challenged with appropriate stressors, mutant cells were able to upregulate protein levels (Figure S2D). This indicates that tRNA thiolation is unlikely to drastically affect the translation of \textit{SSA4} and \textit{STI1} transcripts, and that the stress phenotype of \textit{URM1} pathway mutants might be mediated primarily through transcriptional changes.

Many stress-responsive genes are transcriptionally regulated by multiple promoter elements that are recognized by distinct transcription factors. The transcription factor Hsf1 recognizes the heat shock element (HSE) (Pelham, 1982; Slater and Craig, 1987; Wiederrecht et al., 1988). The unfolded protein response element (UPRE) is recognized by Hac1 in response to ER stress (Mori et al., 1992; Kohno et al., 1993; Cox and Walter, 1996; Mori et al., 1996; Nikawa et al., 1996; Mori et al., 1998), while the stress response element (STRE) is recognized by Msn2 and Msn4 (Wieser et al., 1991; Kobayashi and McEntee, 1993; Martínez-Pastor et al., 1996) when cells are exposed to any one of a variety of environmental stresses (Gasch et al., 2000). The promoter of \textit{UBI4}, for example, contains both HSEs and STREs (Simon et al., 1999) and so our northern blot results did not indicate which pathway(s) were activated in urm1∆ cells. Cells in which \textit{TRM9} has been deleted, for example, show signs of activation of both the unfolded protein response (UPR) and the heat shock response (HSR) (Patil et al., 2012a). To identify the stress response pathway(s) activated in the urm1∆ cells, we utilized reporter constructs specific for a single response. These reporters consist of a fluorescent protein (YFP or GFP) whose expression is controlled by a promoter containing four repeats of a motif recognized by a specific transcription
factor. For our analysis, we used the following constructs, which were integrated as single copies at the LEU2 locus in wild type, urm1Δ or ncs6Δ yeast strains: P4xHSE-YFP, P4xUPRE-GFP and P4xSTRE-GFP.

We measured fluorescence levels by flow cytometry in cells that were left untreated or grown in the presence of tunicamycin, which activates the UPR, or azetidine-2-carboxylic acid (AZC), a proline analog that, when incorporated into proteins, leads to misfolding and activation of the heat shock response (or UPR-Cyto). We found that in all strain backgrounds, the reporters were responsive to the appropriate stimulus at comparable levels (Figure 2A-C), indicating that our constructs were functional in all of the strains being used, and also that urm1Δ and ncs6Δ cells were able to respond to specific stressors comparably to wild type cells. For both the P4xUPRE-GFP and P4xSTRE-GFP reporters, we found that basal levels of activation were the same in wild type, urm1Δ and ncs6Δ cells. By contrast, we observed that urm1Δ and ncs6Δ cells harboring the P4xHSE-YFP reporter had higher levels of fluorescent protein compared to wild type when cells were untreated, indicating that the Hsf1 mediated transcriptional response is basally upregulated in URM1 pathway mutants (Figure 2A, 2D).

Since both urm1Δ and ncs6Δ strains showed an increase in P4xHSE-YFP reporter levels, the phenotype is likely linked to the tRNA modification function of Urm1. To test this directly, we expressed either empty vector or the high copy plasmid expressing tE/K/Q in wild type, urm1Δ or ncs6Δ strains harboring the P4xHSE-YFP construct. All strains were responsive to AZC (Figure 2E). While overexpressing tRNAs had no effect in the wild type basal level of Hsf1 activity, in the urm1Δ and ncs6Δ cells, overexpression of tRNAs was able to restore P4xHSE-YFP expression to wild type levels in untreated cells (Figure 2F). Thus the processes that are dysregulated in urm1Δ cells lead specifically to activation of the Hsf1-mediated heat shock response and are tRNA-dependent, consistent with the defects in translation that urm1Δ cells exhibit.

tGlu\textsuperscript{UUC}, tGln\textsuperscript{UUG} and tLys\textsuperscript{UUU} become hypomodified at elevated temperature

A recent study of tRNA modifications in Saccharomyces cerevisiae demonstrated that the modification status of many nucleosides changes in response to various chemical agents. Levels of mcm\textsuperscript{5,2}\textsuperscript{U} were found to be condition-specific; treatment with methyl methanesulphonate (MMS), hydrogen peroxide (H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2}) and sodium arsenite (NaAsO\textsubscript{2}) decreased levels of mcm\textsuperscript{5,2}\textsuperscript{U} detected by mass spectrometry (Chan et al., 2010). However, this study did not examine the modification status of specific tRNAs.

To further define the functions of the mcm\textsuperscript{5,2}\textsuperscript{U}\textsubscript{34} modification, we examined different conditions for evidence of alterations in the Urm1-dependent thiolation status of tGlu\textsuperscript{UUC}, tGln\textsuperscript{UUG} and tLys\textsuperscript{UUU} in wild type cells. To assess the thiolation status of tRNAs, we performed northern blot analysis on total RNA separated on urea-polyacrylamide gels supplemented with N-acryloylamino phenyl mercuric chloride (APM); the sulfur-mercury interaction results in a readily apparent retardation in electrophoretic mobility of thiolated tRNAs (Igloi, 1988). We examined the thiolation status of RNA isolated from cultures grown under standard conditions (30°C) or elevated temperature (37°C), and from cultures exposed to compounds that either inhibit translation (cycloheximide or paromomycin) or result in oxidative stress (diamide or H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2}). As oxidative stress causes Urm1 conjugation to proteins (Goehring et al., 2003a; Van der
Veen et al., 2011), we were particularly interested to determine if there was a link between protein urmylation and tRNA thiolation. Consistent with previous studies, under standard growth conditions the majority of tGlu$^{\text{UUC}}$, tGln$^{\text{UG}}$ and tLys$^{\text{UUU}}$ was thiolated (Nakai et al., 2008; Schlieker et al., 2008; Leidel et al., 2009), and thiolation was dependent on Urm1 (Figure 3A). Neither translation inhibition nor oxidative stress caused a change in the modification status of these tRNAs. By contrast, growth at elevated temperature resulted in an accumulation of hypomodified tGlu$^{\text{UUC}}$, tGln$^{\text{UG}}$ and tLys$^{\text{UUU}}$, all of the tRNAs known to be thiolated by Urm1 (Figure 3A, B).

To better understand the temporal dynamics of tRNA modification, we performed an extended temperature shift experiment in which cells were grown at 37°C for up to 24 hours. An increase in hypomodified tRNA species was evident beginning at 3 hours of growth at elevated temperature. At later time points, the proportion of unthiolated tRNA relative to thiolated tRNA continued to increase. By 6 hours, the majority of tGlu$^{\text{UUC}}$, tGln$^{\text{UG}}$ and tLys$^{\text{UUU}}$ existed in the hypomodified form (Figure 3C). This suggests that the change in tRNA thiolation is not a transient phenomenon but an ongoing adaptation to growth at high temperatures.

Despite being hypomodified at elevated temperatures, we found that tRNAs were not degraded by the rapid tRNA decay pathway (Figure S3) and continued to associate with translating ribosomes (Figure 4). Thus, both fully modified and hypomodified tRNAs can participate in translation in vivo. The properties of hypomodified tRNAs are therefore relevant to the process of translation in cells growing at high temperatures.

The appearance of hypomodified tRNA requires the transcription of new tRNA by RNA polymerase III

Temperature-dependent modulation of tRNA modification could in principle result from the removal of the modification from mature tRNAs or the lack of modification of newly synthesized tRNAs. To determine which of these possibilities applies, we examined the role of RNA polymerase III (pol III), responsible for tRNA synthesis, in the modification of mcm$^{5\text{s}}$34-containing tRNA. To this end, we pre-incubated wild type cells with the pol III inhibitor ML-60218 or DMSO at 30°C for 2 hours prior to shifting cells to 37°C for up to 3 hours. APM-northern blot analysis showed that levels of hypomodified tGlu$^{\text{UUC}}$, tGln$^{\text{UG}}$ and tLys$^{\text{UUU}}$ were decreased in cells when pol III was inhibited (Figure 5A). The relative difference in levels of thiolated and unthiolated tRNA is apparent even though there is less total tRNA in inhibitor-treated cells. We quantified the levels of unthiolated tRNAs in each sample and found that incubation with ML-60218 resulted in a decrease of unthiolated tRNAs as a percentage of total tRNA (Figure 5B). We conclude that it is the newly synthesized tRNA transcripts that are the substrates for the modification enzymes in the URMI pathway mutants.

The tRNA thiolation components are unstable proteins

The observation that accumulation of hypomodified tRNAs is dependent on the production of new transcripts by pol III suggested that regulation of tRNA modification pathways could be responsible for the observed differences in tRNA thiolation levels. Modulation of the activity
and/or abundance of ELP (mcm\(^5\)-U\(_{34}\)) or URM1 (s\(^2\)-U\(_{34}\)) pathway components could explain changes in tRNA thiolation levels.

To examine the abundance of ELP and URM1 pathway components, we generated a collection of strains in which a gene was modified at the endogenous genomic locus in a wild type background to produce a C-terminally 3xHA tagged protein. We chose NCS2, NCS6, TUM1 and UBA4 (s\(^2\)-U\(_{34}\)) as well as ELP2 and ELP4, which are required for the formation of the mcm\(^5\)-U\(_{34}\) modification (Huang, 2005). We then examined the levels of tagged proteins in cells growing at 30\(^\circ\)C or shifted to 37\(^\circ\)C for 1, 3 or 5 hours by western blot. All of the proteins examined decreased in abundance when cells were grown at 37\(^\circ\)C, although the magnitude and kinetics of the changes varied (Figure 5C).

Since heat shock is known to decrease translation and ribosome biogenesis (Gasch et al., 2000; Shalgi et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2013), we wondered if tRNA modification and translation are coordinated through stability of the modification machinery. We performed cycloheximide chase experiments to shut off translation in order to determine the stability of URM1 pathway proteins. At 30\(^\circ\)C and 37\(^\circ\)C, components of the URM1 pathway were significantly less stable than Pgk1, which we used as a reference (Figure 5D, S4). Tum1-3HA and Ncs6-3HA in particular were degraded rapidly, although levels of Uba4-3HA and Ncs2-3HA also decreased significantly. Thus the components of the URM1 pathway depend on continuous translation for their stable expression in the cell (Figure S4). In this manner, the levels of the thiolation components are matched to the level of translation.

We wanted to determine if the 3xHA epitope tag affected protein function. We asked whether Ncs2-3HA, Ncs6-3HA, Tum1-3HA, Uba4-3HA, Elp2-3HA and Elp4-3HA retained functional activity, using tRNA thiolation status as the readout. Impairment of function of any of the proteins would be expected to result in a decrease in the levels of tRNA thiolation. Thiolation in Tum1-3HA and Elp2-3HA expressing strains was comparable to tRNA thiolation in a wild type strain not expressing tagged proteins, indicating that the tagged versions of Tum1 and Elp2 are fully functional. Thiolation in Ncs2-3HA and Elp4-3HA strains was mildly impaired, and tRNA thiolation in the Ncs6-3HA strain was also impaired. tRNA thiolation was absent in the Uba4-3HA strain, suggesting that the C-terminal 3HA tag interferes with the function of Uba4, a phenomenon that has been reported by others (Laxman et al., 2013) (Figure S4C). Although the C-terminal HA tag in some cases impairs the functionality of proteins, our data, taken as a whole, indicate that components of tRNA modification pathways are most likely coordinately regulated in response to changes in growth conditions.

**URM1 pathway mutants display a resistance to tunicamycin**

What would be the benefit of reducing levels of thiolated tRNAs? Under challenging growth conditions, it may be beneficial for cells to modulate rates of growth and protein synthesis/translation efficiency. While characterizing the stress responses of URM1 pathway mutants, we exposed cells to tunicamycin. Tunicamycin induces ER stress by inhibition of Alg7, the yeast Dol-PP-GlcNAc transferase, which results in inhibition of N-linked glycosylation and accumulation in the ER of the C\(_{110}\) isoprenoid dolichol. Tunicamycin induces the UPR through Ire1-mediated splicing of HAC1 mRNA, an unconventional tRNA ligase-catalyzed reaction
required for the production of functional Hac1 transcription factor mRNA. Surprisingly, we found that urm1Δ and ncs6Δ cells showed an increased resistance to tunicamycin compared to wild type cells (as did uba4Δ and elp2Δ strains, data not shown), both in serial dilution spot assays and in liquid culture (Figure 6A, B).

To assess whether the tunicamycin-resistant phenotype we observed was a result of the tRNA modification function of Urm1, we expressed tRNA constructs in cells growing in the presence of tunicamycin. Expression of the tK construct in an urm1Δ background was sufficient to restore tunicamycin sensitivity; expression of the tE/K and tK/Q construct, as well as the tE/K/Q construct, also restored tunicamycin sensitivity (Figure 6B).

We reasoned that the observed tunicamycin resistant phenotype of urm1Δ cells might be due to aberrant activation of the UPR. We therefore examined HAC1 splicing by northern blot analysis. There was no difference between wild type and mutant cells in kinetics or extent of HAC1 mRNA splicing in response to tunicamycin treatment, although mutant cells appeared to have slightly higher levels of HAC1 mRNA when grown in the presence of tunicamycin for an extended period of time (Figure 6D).

To determine if there was any sign of differential tRNA modification in wild type cells growing in the presence of tunicamycin, we made use of the strains expressing epitope tagged versions of the URM1 pathway components Ncs2, Ncs6 and Uba4. Cells treated with 0.5µg/ml tunicamycin for 3 hours had decreased levels of Ncs2-3HA and Ncs6-3HA, although there was no change in Uba4-3HA protein abundance (Figure 6E). As a comparison, we treated cells with diamide, which did not result in modulation of tRNA thiolation levels (Figure 3A); diamide-treated cells did not have altered levels of Ncs2-3HA, Ncs6-3HA or Uba4-3HA at 1 or 3 hours of exposure to diamide compared to the 0 hour time point (Figure 6E). Wild type cells thus downregulate components of the URM1 pathway under challenging growth conditions. We directly examined tRNA thiolation status in cells exposed to tunicamycin to determine if there was a corresponding decrease in tRNA thiolations levels. We found, however, that tRNA thiolation did not appear to be decreased when cells were exposed to tunicamycin, even for prolonged time periods (Figure 6F). This indicates that there may be other factors, besides the levels of tRNA modification enzymes, that play a role in determining the final levels of modified tRNAs.

**DISCUSSION**

A lack of tRNA modifications is likely to have multiple effects, both direct and indirect. Direct effects would be attributable directly to the altered properties of unmodified tRNAs. Indirect effects would be due to downstream consequences of altered translation and/or compensatory mechanisms associated with defects in tRNA thiolation marshaled by mutant cells.

We have demonstrated that bulk translation is subtly diminished by defects in tRNA thiolation under standard growth conditions, but that there are codon-specific defects in translation. Our data are consistent with genetic evidence in yeast that indicates that the mcm5 s23 U34 modification enhances the reading of A-ending codons (Johansson *et al.*, 2008; Rezgui *et al.*, 2013; Rodriguez-Hernandez *et al.*, 2013). It seems likely that the primary role of the mcm5 s23 U34 modification is in promoting efficient translation. Recent studies indicate that transcripts
enriched in AAA, GAA and CAA codons (recognized by U₃₄ thiolated tRNAs) correspond to proteins whose levels are downregulated in urmlΔ mutant cells, and that these proteins are involved in anabolic/growth related biological processes such as translation, rRNA processing and ribosomal subunit biogenesis (Laxman et al., 2013; Rezgui et al., 2013). In fission yeast, specific stress protein transcripts biased towards AAA (vs. AAG) codons were translated less efficiently in cells lacking URM1 pathway tRNA modification enzymes (Fernandez-Vazquez et al., 2013). Our results demonstrating that there appear to be codon specific defects in translation are consistent with these observations. Taken together, these results demonstrate that in URM1 pathway mutants there are direct effects on the translation of A-ending codons, and that these translational defects result in decreased protein production from transcripts that are enriched in these A-ending codons, even if bulk protein synthesis is not greatly affected in mutant cells.

Our analysis of URM1 pathway mutants further revealed that defects in tRNA modification have indirect consequences. Specifically, the Hsf1-dependent heat shock response (HSR) is activated in urmlΔ cells in a tRNA-dependent manner. The HSR elicits the transcription of chaperones (Gasch et al., 2000), and the HSR overlaps significantly with the cytosolic unfolded protein response (UPR-Cyto) that cells mount when unfolded proteins accumulate in the cytosol (Casagrande et al., 2000; Trotter, 2002; Metzger and Michaelis, 2009; Geiler-Samerotte et al., 2011). How hypomodified tRNAs activate stress pathways remains unclear, but there are several plausible hypotheses. The functional consequences of hypomodified U₃₄ nucleosides may mimic tRNA depletion in cells, causing proteotoxic stress and decreased growth rates (Yona et al., 2013). Hypomodified tRNAs could affect translation elongation and interfere with cotranslational protein folding. Urm1Δ cells may experience protein-folding related stress that, while minor, is sufficient to elicit a transcriptional response. Alternatively, differences in gene expression in urmlΔ cells (compared to wild type cells) could trigger activation of the HSR. Further studies are needed to distinguish between these models. There is some evidence that perturbation of tRNA modification pathways causes indirect effects as well; mutants lacking TRM9 show signs of stress (Patil et al., 2012a), and a study examining genome wide mRNA abundance and ribosome profiling data in budding yeast demonstrated that cells defective in formation of the mcm5-s²U₃₄ modification show a modest translational upregulation of the nutrient responsive transcription factor Gcn4 (Zinshteyn and Gilbert, 2013). Defects in translation that result from the loss of this modification are unlikely to affect translation of GCN4; its translation is regulated by a series of short upstream ORFs (uORFS), sufficient to recapitulate translational upregulation in modification-deficient mutants {Zinshteyn:2013ec}. These uORFs do not contain codons recognized by thiolated tRNAs (Hinnebusch, 1984). Instead, differences in tRNA processing or charging might account for upregulation of Gcn4 in modification-deficient cells (de Aldana et al., 1994; Qiu et al., 2000; Daugeron et al., 2011). Compensatory changes in gene expression in mutant cells might likewise contribute. Our data are consistent with the notion that defects in tRNA modification have multiple downstream consequences, including activation of multiple stress response pathways.

There is increasing evidence that tRNA modifications are important in the regulation of gene expression at the level of translation (Begley et al., 2007; Bauer et al., 2012; Chan et al., 2012; Patil et al., 2012b). We have identified a condition, growth at 37°C, which results in the accumulation of unthiolated tRNAs in wild type cells. These tRNAs are stable, and thus hypomodified tRNAs constitute a distinct population whose altered physical properties may
serve to fine-tune gene expression by controlling efficiency of translation. Previous work demonstrated that mitochondrially encoded tLys$^{UUU}$ was hypomodified at 37°C, although mitochondrial tGlu and tGln tRNAs were not differentially modified (Kamenski et al., 2007). This is in contrast to our finding that in the cytoplasm, tGlu$^{UUC}$, tGln$^{UG}$ and tLys$^{UUU}$ are all differentially modified at high temperatures. This is not surprising, as the modification pathways for mitochondrial and cytoplasmic tRNAs are distinct (Umeda, 2004; Leidel et al., 2009).

The synthesis of tRNA transcripts by pol III is required for the accumulation of hypomodified tRNAs, indicating that differential modification of newly transcribed tRNAs is responsible for the appearance of unthiolated tRNAs. At elevated temperatures, the levels of URMI pathway components decrease as levels of unthiolated tRNAs increase; these proteins are unstable and are rapidly degraded. We propose a mechanism for the modulation of tRNA modification levels in which specific stress conditions result in a decrease in translation and a subsequent decrease in levels of tRNA modification enzymes, leading to the accumulation of hypomodified tRNAs, which serves to further modulate translation. These changes in translation affect cellular growth and stress sensitivity; the phenotypes of urm1$\Delta$ cells indicate that stress sensitivity could be mediated at least in part through tRNA modification dependent modulation of growth rate and activation of the HSR. In other words, translation and tRNA thiolation are mutually reinforcing processes and are linked to stress sensitivity and resistance phenotypes (Figure S5).

Under certain stress conditions, URMI mutants have an advantage; URMI pathway mutants are more resistant to tunicamycin compared to wild type cells in a tRNA-dependent fashion. The tunicamycin-resistant phenotype of URMI pathway mutants might be attributable to the slow growth that results from hypomodified tRNAs. Resistance to tunicamycin has been observed in ribosomal protein deletion strains; growth rates of deletion strains in the presence of tunicamycin were inversely correlated with growth rates in the absence of tunicamycin (Steffen et al., 2012), supporting a link between decreased translation, decreased growth and resistance to stress. While we observed that wild type cells treated with tunicamycin had decreased levels of Ncs2-3HA and Ncs6-3HA when compared with untreated cells, we were unable to detect changes in tRNA thiolation under these same conditions; while this is somewhat puzzling, this could be due to other changes in cellular processes that result from exposure to tunicamycin and that also have an impact on tRNA biology. The link between growth rate and response to stress has been established; the environmental stress response (ESR) is a generalized transcriptional response mounted by yeast cells in response to a decrease in growth rate that is thought to result from exposure to any of a variety of stresses (Brauer et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2009).

Our observations are consistent with a model in which modulation of tRNA thiolation levels is a long-term adaptation to an ongoing stress. tRNA thiolation levels under a specific condition would be the combined result of a variety of factors, including rate of tRNA synthesis, abundance of URMI pathway transcripts, the magnitude and duration of changes in translation, and rate of protein degradation. Different types of stress might thus be expected to have different consequences for tRNA thiolation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Yeast Strains and Growth
Yeast strains are derivatives of W303. Strains used are listed in Table S1. Yeast were grown according to standard techniques. Strains containing gene deletions of C-terminally 3HA tagged versions of protein were generated as described in (Longtine et al., 1998) and verified by PCR (and western blot for tagged strains). When required, strains of the necessary mating type or double mutants were generated using standard yeast genetic techniques.

Polysome Profile Analysis
Yeast cultures were grown to mid-log phase; cycloheximide was added to a final concentration of 0.1 mg/ml prior to collection. Cells were lysed by the addition of polysome lysis buffer (20 mM Hepes-KOH pH 7.4, 2 mM MgOAc, 100 mM KOAc, with 0.1 mg/ml cycloheximide, 3 mM DTT, 1% Triton-X 10) and acid-washed glass beads followed by vortexing. 5-10 A_{260} units of cleared lysate were loaded onto 10-50% sucrose gradients (prepared in polysome lysis buffer containing cycloheximide and DTT) and subjected to ultracentrifugation (35,000 rpm, 3 hr using SW41-Ti rotor). Gradients were analyzed using a Labconco Auto Densi-Flow Gradient Fractionator connected to an Isco Tris pump with constant monitoring at OD 254 nm. When required, fractions were collected for RNA preparation.

Radioactive amino acid incorporation
Cells were grown in minimal media supplemented with 2% glucose appropriate amino acids. 35S Met/35Cys (Perkin Elmer EasyTag) was added to aliquots of actively growing cells, and at indicated timepoints, 200ul of labeled culture was added to an equal amount of cold 20% TCA and incubated on ice. Cells were lysed by boiling for 10min and then incubated on ice for 10min. Aliquots of lysate were spotted onto glass microfiber filters (Whatman GF/B) and allowed to dry completely. Filters were washed twice with 5% TCA, rinsed briefly with acetone and dried. Scintillation fluid was added to filters and then CPM (counts per minute) were determined. CPM were normalized to OD600 readings taken using duplicate non-labeled cultures.

Serial Dilutions
Overnight cultures of cells were diluted into fresh media and allowed to grow for several hours, then rinsed in PBS and resuspended to an OD_{600} of 0.1. Aliquots of fivefold serial dilutions were plated onto solid media, plates were scanned after various growth times. For strains containing 2 micron plasmids requiring selection/maintenance, yeast were grown until the time of plating in the required selective media and then plated onto the media indicated.

RNA Isolation
Total RNA was prepared by standard acid phenol/chloroform extraction as described (Collart and Oliviero, 2001); following precipitation and rinsing, RNA was resuspended in DEPC treated water for storage.

Northern Blots
For small RNA northern blots, RNA samples were denatured at 80°C for 10 min and then run on 8% polyacrylamide-urea gels (Ureagel system, National Diagnostics) in 0.5x TBE. For gels containing N-acryloylamino phenyl mercuric chloride, APM was added to a final concentration
of 0.025 µM. Gels were transferred to Genescreen Plus membrane and then UV-crosslinked. Membranes were probed with end-labeled with γ-32P (Perkin Elmer) DNA oligonucleotide probes (IDT) complementary to the tRNA species of interest. Sequences of probes used are listed in Table S2. Following hybridization and washing steps, membranes were exposed to phosphorimage screens and imaged using BAS/Fuji imager. Quantifications were carried out using Multiguage imaging software. For northern blots, denatured RNA samples were run on formaldehyde-agarose gels. Gels were transferred to Genescreen Plus membrane by overnight capillary transfer in 10x SSC buffer and then UV crosslinked. Probes were prepared using the Amersham Megaprime DNA labeling system (GE Healthcare) and α-32P dTTP (Perkin Elmer); probes were PCR products generated using yeast genomic DNA as a template and using primers specific for the transcript of interest. Following hybridization and washing steps, membranes were exposed to phosphorimage screens and imaged using BAS/Fuji imager. Quantifications were carried out using Multiguage imaging software.

**Temperature shift/stress experiments**

Yeast cells were grown to mid-log phase at 30°C and resuspended in media pre-warmed to 37°C or in 30°C containing the indicated concentration of a given compound. For experiments utilizing polymerase III inhibitor, cells were pre-incubated with ML-60218 (Wu et al., 2003) prior to temperature shift; alternatively, ML-60218 was added at the time of the temperature shift. For tRNA stability experiments, samples were collected at time= 0 immediately after resuspension in 37°C media and after 3hrs of growth at high temperatures. For cycloheximide chase experiments, cycloheximide was added to a final concentration of 200 µg/ml and aliquots of cells were harvested at various times.

**Stress Response Reporter Assays**

Reporter constructs consisted of GFP (STRE, UPRE constructs) or YFP (HSE constructs) with a series of 4xHSE, 4xSTRE or 4xUPRE sequences in a crippled CYC1 promoter in a single integrating vector backbone. Constructs were integrated into wild type or mutant yeast strain backgrounds at the leu2 locus. For tRNA expression assays, strains containing the reporter constructs were transformed with the 2 micron plasmids expressing tEKQ. For assays, cells were grown from single colonies in SD complete media (or SD–Ura for tRNA strains) overnight, diluted into fresh media and then left untreated or treated with 1 mM L-azetidine-2-carboxylic acid or 1µg/ml tunicamycin for 4 hours at 30°C. Fluorescent reporters were measured by flow cytometry in a BD LSRFortessa equipped with a high-throughput sampler. Data were analyzed using FlowJo.

**Translation extracts**

Translation extracts were prepared from L-A (-) strains of the indicated genotype essentially as described (Iizuka et al., 1994) and treated with micrococcal nuclease immediately prior to use. m7GpppG capped transcripts were produced using T7 RNA polymerase using plasmids encoding either a leaderless luciferase or the 12xCAA/12xCAG leader luciferase constructs (which were constructed by ligating annealed oligonucleotides into the luciferase base construct). RNA was analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis prior to use. Translation reactions (15 µl) containing 9.5 µl of translation extract and 50 ng mRNA (final concentrations 22 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.4, 120 mM potassium acetate, 1.5 mM magnesium acetate, 0.75 mM ATP, 0.1 mM GTP, 25 mM creatine phosphate, 0.04 mM each amino acid, 1.7 mM DTT, 5 µg creatine kinase,
1 µl 0.6 mM methionine and 0.5 µl RNasein Plus (Promega)) were incubated at 23°C for 60 minutes. Reactions were stopped with the addition of GloLysis buffer and luciferase activities were measured using the Steady-Glo Luciferase Assay System (Promega).

**Western Blotting**
Protein samples were prepared from equivalent amounts of yeast cultures using an alkaline SDS lysis protocol as described in (Haar, 2007). Equal volumes of lysates were run on 10% SDS-PAGE gels, and following electrophoresis proteins were transferred to PVDF membranes. Anti-HA-Peroxidase, High Affinity Rat monoclonal (3F10) was used for detection of 3-HA tagged proteins (Roche 12013819001) and PGK1 was detected using Phosphoglycerate Kinase Monoclonal Antibody, Mouse (Life Technologies 22C5D8) and anti-mouse IgG-Peroxidase (GE NXA931). Any quantifications were carried out using ImageJ (Schneider et al., 2012).

**Plasmids:**
Plasmids for tRNA expression were derivatives of the *URA3* marked 2-micron pRS426 plasmid (Christianson et al., 1992). For construction of the plasmids, tQ (**UUG**)B, tE(**UUC**)B and tK (**UUU**)D sequences were PCR amplified from genomic DNA using primers containing HindIII and BamHI restriction sites and cloned individually into pRS426 (or other vectors in the pRS420 series). Initial constructs were then used for subcloning to create constructs in which combinations of any two or all three tRNAs could be expressed from pRS426. Plasmids included pRS426/tE, pRS426/tK, pRS426/tQ, pRS426/tEK, pRS426/tEQ, pRS426/tKQ and pRS426/tEKQ. Construction of GFP/YFP reporter plasmids is described elsewhere in this section.
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Figure 1. Translation is mildly affected in URM1 pathway mutants. (A) Polysome profiles of wild type, urm1Δ and elp2Δ cells. (B) Luciferase mRNA, either leaderless or containing a 12xCAA or 12xCAG leader, was incubated with translation extracts prepared from the indicated strain. Luciferase activity resulting from translation of leader containing transcript was normalized to that of leaderless transcript. (C) Growth curves of wild type, ncs6Δ and urm1Δ cells grown in YPDA at 30°C or 37°C. The average of 2 (for urm1Δ 37°C) or 3 replicates (all other strains/conditions) is shown. (D) Five-fold serial dilutions of wild type, urm1Δ, uba4Δ, ncs6Δ, ncs2Δ, elp2Δ or ahp1Δ cells were plated onto YPDA plates containing 0.1 µg/ml cycloheximide or 0.2 mg/ml paromomycin where indicated. (E) Five-fold serial dilutions of wild type or urm1Δ cells harboring empty vector the plasmid encoding the indicated tRNA(s) were plated onto YPDA plates containing 0.1 µg/ml cycloheximide or 0.2 mg/ml paromomycin.
Figure 2. The heat shock response pathway is upregulated in URM1 pathway mutants.
Indicated strains harboring the (A) \( P_{4\times HSE} - YFP \), (B) \( P_{4\times UPRE} - GFP \) or (C) \( P_{4\times STRE} - GFP \) were left untreated, exposed to 1 mM AZC or 1 µg/ml tunicamycin. (D) Data from (A) replotted. (E) Wild type, \( ncs6\Delta \) or \( urm1\Delta \) strains harboring the \( P_{4\times HSE} - YFP \) reporter and a 2 micron plasmid (either empty vector or tE/K/Q plasmid, denoted as +tRNA) were untreated or exposed to 1 mM AZC. (F) Data from untreated samples in (E) replotted. Fluorescence levels were normalized to WT untreated, and values are the averages of three cultures. Error bars denote standard deviations.
Figure 3. Unthiolated tRNAs accumulate at elevated temperatures. (A) Small RNA APM northern blot of RNA isolated from urm1Δ or wild type cells grown under indicated conditions for 3 hours, membranes were probed for the indicated tRNA. The positions of thiolated and unthiolated tRNA molecules are indicated. (B) Quantification of unthiolated tRNA as a percent of total tRNA species in wild type cells grown at 37°C for 0 or 3 hours. The average and standard deviation of three replicates are reported. (C) Small RNA (+/- APM as indicated)
northern blot analysis of RNA extracted from cells grown at 30°C or at 37°C for the indicated period of time, membranes were probed for the indicated tRNA.
Figure 4. Hypomodified tRNAs associate with actively translating ribosomes. Polysome profiles of wild type cells grown at (A) 30°C or (B) 37°C for 3 hours. RNA was extracted from indicated fractions and run on an agarose gel containing ethidium bromide (C) 30°C, (D) 37°C, and subsequently analyzed by small RNA APM northern blot analysis. Membranes were probed with probes specific for tHis$^{GUG}$ (E) 30°C, (F) 37°C or tLys$^{UUU}$ (G) and (I) 30°C, (H) and (J) 37°C.
Figure 5. Accumulation of hypomodified tRNAs requires synthesis of new tRNA transcripts and is dependent on levels of tRNA modification enzymes. (A) Small RNA (+/- APM as indicated) northern blot analysis of RNA extracted from wild type cells growing at 37°C.
for the indicated timepoints. Cells were pre-treated with pol III inhibitor prior to the temperature shift. (B) Quantification of levels of unthiolated/total tGlu$^{UUC}$ or tLys$^{UUU}$ from blot in (A). (C) Levels of C-terminally 3xHA tagged Tum1, Uba4, Ncs2, Ncs6, Elp2 or Elp4 proteins were determined by western blot analysis. Indicated strains were grown at 30°C or 37°C for the indicated time period. Membranes were probed with antibodies specific for the HA epitope tag or Pgk1 as a loading control. (D) Determination of protein stability using 3HA-tagged strains. Cells growing at 37°C were incubated with 200ug/ml of cycloheximide for indicated periods of time, and protein abundance was determined by western blot analysis. For (C) and (D), the level of HA tagged protein relative to the level of Pgk1 at each timepoint was determined using ImageJ software.
Figure 6. **URM1** pathway mutants are resistant to tunicamycin in a tRNA dependent and **HAC1** independent manner. (A) Five-fold serial dilutions of wild type, *urm1Δ* or *ncs6Δ* cells
were plated onto YPDA plates containing 1ug/ml tunicamycin. (B) Growth curves of wild type, urm1Δ and ncs6Δ cells grown in YPDA containing tunicamycin at 0.5 or 1.0 µg/ml final concentration. Average growth of three colonies is shown. (C) Five-fold serial dilutions of wild type or urm1Δ cells harboring empty vector or a 2 micron plasmid expressing the tRNA(s) indicated were plated onto YPDA plates containing 0.5 µg/ml tunicamycin. Stars indicate tRNA constructs conferring sensitivity to tunicamycin. (D) Northern blot of RNA extracted from wild type or urm1Δ cells grown in YPDA and treated with DMSO or 1 µg/ml tunicamycin for the indicated time period. Membranes were probed for HAC1, the locations of unspliced (u) and spliced (s) versions of HAC1 transcript are indicated. (E) Levels of 3xHA tagged Ncs2, Ncs6 or Uba4 proteins, determined by western blot analysis, in cells treated with tunicamycin (0.5 µg/ml) or diamide (4 mM) for the indicated time period. (F) Small RNA APM northern blot analysis of RNA extracted from wild type cells treated with 0.5 µg/ml tunicamycin for the indicated time period, membrane was probed for tGluUUC.